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Button Books is an exciting list of innovative and design-led books 
aimed at educating and inspiring young minds. Bright and appealing 
flash cards, board books and interactive activity books will appeal to 
new readers, while older children can learn about important scientific, 
geo-political and historical subjects. As well as incorporating hard-
working and informative content, the beautiful illustrations combine 
with high production values, to make each title a gorgeous addition to 

any child’s bookshelf or school library.

Button Books is an imprint of GMC Publications Ltd.

All prices are correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to increase prices as necessary.



GMBUT-51212

Economics
This book concisely explains what basic economic ideas and theories are, how economic activity affects our 
everyday lives and how our societies and the wider world are shaped by its structures and rules.

ISBN: 9781787081406
Publishing October 2023

Eduard Altarriba • PB with flaps • 249 x 204 mm • 44-56 pages • Full colour throughout • £9.99 • 8+ years 
RIGHTS RESTRICTED

The My World series of books is designed to provide children with the 
information they need to understand the complex world we live in. Easy-to-
follow, bite size text combined with characterful illustrations introduce global 
social issues to children aged 8 and up in a sensitive and balanced way.

Eduard Altarriba is a graphic designer and illustrator. He runs Alababalà, a studio producing 
games, exhibitions, animation, apps and practical and fun workbooks for children. He has 
illustrated several books published by Button Books including the award-winning and 
bestselling STEM series My First Book of Science.

GMBUT-51163

What is War?
This book tells the reader through clear explanations punctuated by historical and contemporary examples 
what war is and how it can be prevented. Includes a case study on the war in Ukraine.

ISBN: 9781787081284
NEW – Available April 2023

GMBUT-51164

Migrants
Migrations, its causes and consequences, and the humanistic and legal aspects are explained in the simplest, 
most objective ways possible. Includes a case study on the migration into Europe.

ISBN: 9781787081291
NEW – Available April 2023
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Danielle Brown MBE is a double Paralympic gold medallist and five-time World Champion in archery. She was World Number 1 for her entire 
career and made history when she became the first disabled person to represent England and win gold as an able-bodied athlete at the 
Commonwealth Games. Danielle now works as a professional speaker and trainer, specialising in self-development and success skills.

GMBUT-51141

Run Like a Girl 
50 Extraordinary and Inspiring Sportswomen

Danielle Brown
Award-winning collection of fascinating biographical stories of 50 highly successful sportswomen. This book reminds 
us that failing can teach us just as much as winning; success isn’t limited to the sports field; and ‘running like a girl’ can 
lead you all the way to the top.

PB • 198 x 130 mm • 112 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081277 
£7.99
8+ years
NEW IN PAPERBACK – Available Now

  HB EDITION 
  ISBN: 9781787081086 • £9.99

GMBUT-51211

Girls Rule 
50 Women Who Changed the World

Danielle Brown
From fierce pirate leaders, warrior queens and spies, to pioneering mountaineers, conservationists and 
scientists, Girls Rule explores 50 phenomenal females whose accomplishments have left a lasting impression 
and legacy. Discover these amazing women – some well-known, others not often explored – talented in 
science, politics, architecture, activism, the arts, palaeontology and more! Figures include: Rosa Parks, 
Mary Anning , Ruth Bader Ginsburg , George Eliot and Zaha Hadid.

HB • 230 x 175 mm • 112 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081390 
£12.99
8+ years
Publishing October 2023

GMBUT-50957

Be Your Best Self 
Life Skills for Unstoppable Kids

Danielle Brown and Nathan Kai, illustrated by Joanna Kerr
What are your BIG dreams? Maybe you’d like to be a scientist, an award-winning journalist or swim in the Olympic 
Games. We all have different dreams, but whatever it is that you want to do, the skills you’ll need to achieve your dreams 
are the same. Written by Nathan Kai, a junior member of MENSA and Danielle Brown MBE, this exciting book helps 
children and young people to practise the core skills they need to achieve their goals.

PB with flaps • 210 x 148 mm • 120 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081239 
£7.99
8+ years
NEW IN PAPERBACK – Available Now
HB EDITION 
ISBN: 9781787080386 • £12.99

“When we plant trees,
we plant the seeds of 
peace and seeds of hope.

”Wangari Maathai
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GMBUT-51195

Mandela 
ISBN: 9781787081369
Publishing October 2023

GMBUT-51209

Coco Chanel 
ISBN: 9781787081383
Publishing September 2023

GMBUT-50874
Shakespeare
ISBN: 9781787080515

GMBUT-30460
Martin Luther King Jr
ISBN: 9781787080560

GMBUT-50752
Frida Kahlo
ISBN: 9781787081147

GMBUT-50767
Mozart
ISBN: 9781787081154

GMBUT-50751
Nikola Tesla
ISBN: 9781787081130

GMBUT-30463
Cleopatra
ISBN: 9781787080591

GMBUT-30464
Anne Frank
ISBN: 9781787080607

GMBUT-50531
Stephen Hawking
ISBN: 9781787080645

GMBUT-50746
Jane Austen
ISBN: 9781787081116

GMBUT-50885
Albert Einstein
ISBN: 9781787081215

HB Arlin • 249 x 204 mm • 32 pages • Full colour throughout • £9.99 • 8+ years

The Great Lives in Graphics series is a fresh approach to looking at the lives of famous and influential people. It takes the 
essential dates and achievements of each person’s life, mixes them with lesser-known facts and trivia, and uses infographics 
to show them in a new and visual way that is genuinely engaging for children and young adults. The result is a colourful, 
fascinating and often surprising representation of that person’s life, work and legacy. Using timelines, maps, repeated motifs 
and many more beautiful and informative illustrations, readers learn not just about the main subject of the book but also about 
the cultural background of the time they lived in.

GMBUT-51194

Marie Curie 
ISBN: 9781787081338
Publishing October 2023
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HB Arlin • 249 x 204 mm • 56 pages • Full colour throughout • £12.99 • 7+ years

Live like a

GMBUT-51114

Live Like a Roman
Discovering the Secrets of Ancient Rome

Claire Saunders, illustrated by Ruth Hickson
Get ready to discover what it was like to live in this epic era of mad, bad emperors, wealthy senators, 
fearsome gladiators, loyal citizens, struggling lower classes and enslaved workers. Find out first-hand what 
it’s like to play a Roman game for children, use an abacus to help with your schoolwork or taste the unusual 
flavours of Roman snacks. A fictional enslaved child pops up throughout the book describing the sights, 
sounds, smells and emotions he experiences as he goes about his daily life.

ISBN: 9781787081260
NEW – Available May 2023

Inviting readers to walk in the steps of people from prehistory, ancient 
civilisations and beyond, the Live Like a... series aims to inform, inspire and 
engage young historians aged 7+ offering them more than just the plain facts.

 An immersive experience, with 
highly detailed illustrations, 
recipes and crafts.

 Includes maps, timelines, labels, 
pull-out facts and a glossary.

 Ideal material to support the 
learning of popular classroom 
history topics.

GMBUT-50828

Live Like a Hunter Gatherer
Discovering the Secrets of the Stone Age

Naomi Walmsley, illustrated by Mia Underwood
If you imagined that all Stone Age people lived in caves, were not very clever, not very clean and said “Ugg” 
a lot, then think again. Marking the start of all human history, the Stone Age lasted around 3.5 million years 
(the last part of that was only 71 grand parents ago!). Delve into that incredible time with this book packed 
full of amazing facts, information, crafts, storytelling and myth debunking to find out what it was really like 
to live as a hunter gatherer.

ISBN: 9781787081208

SHORTLISTED

“ The book features lots of activities, from building a shelter to creating cave 
art, which will allow you to go back in time and live like a hunter gatherer.”

The Week Junior Science+Nature magazine

A Roman friend 
My name is Tiro. I am eight years old and I have been a slave since I was born. I live in 
my master’s house with my sister and my mother. I have to work hard but my master and 
mistress are kind and I am treated well. One day I hope to earn my freedom. Have you been 
to my city before? I want to tell you all about the banquet my master hosted last week, and 
my trip to the chariot races! Come with me and let me share some stories about my life.
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HB Arlin • 249 x 204 mm • 96 pages • Full colour throughout • £12.99 • 8+ years • Publishing September 2023

GMBUT-51166

Factology: Ancient Egypt
This visually stunning history guide introduces the Egyptian gods and pharaohs, the mysteries of mummification, 
the great pyramids, the language of hieroglyphics, the world of Egyptian wildlife and much, much more!

ISBN: 9781787081314

GMBUT-51190

Factology: The Human Body
Take a tour of the world’s most incredible living machine: the human body! This fascinating science guide explores the 
skeletal, muscular and nervous systems, as well as all the vital organs – from the heart to the brain – and the secrets 
behind how your senses work, plus much, much more!

ISBN: 9781787081345

A brand-new series of fact-packed information books. Each volume provides 
a fast-paced and fun introduction to its subject, explaining key concepts and 
highlighting significant events in a manner that is clear, accessible and entertaining. 
Includes maps, timelines, stunning statistics and over 500 illustrations.Open up a world of information!

GMBUT -51191

Factology: Space
Blast through Earth’s atmosphere on a mission! This astronomical science guide explores the furthest reaches of 
outer space, including our solar system and galaxy, the secrets of stars and black holes, the history of human space 
travel, the scientific brilliance of super-powerful telescopes and satellites, and much, much more!

ISBN: 9781787081352

Robots v people
Sending machines is a lot easier than sending 
people. The weight of the mission is lighter and 
so it’s cheaper. Robots don’t need food, water or 
oxygen and if the probe accidentally crashes, 
then nobody’s hurt. 

GMBUT-51167

Factology: Bugs
For 400 million years bugs have thrived on Earth and this full-to-bursting volume explores the evolution of insects, 
their life cycles, special skills, habitats and importance for the wellbeing of our entire planet, as well as showing you 
how to make a bug hotel, plus much, much more!

ISBN: 9781787081321
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GMBUT-50700

How To Be An Explorer
Outdoor Skills and Know-How for Young Adventurers

Tiger Cox
Mountaineers, seafarers, astronauts, cyclists, hikers, divers, gliders, aviators – even the most 
famous and daring explorers of all time began with small-scale adventures that gave them the 
courage and the ideas to pursue their greatest achievements. This book aims to give young people 
the know-how and confidence to get out and about – with practical tasks and activities, mini-
adventures, rustic crafts and by telling some truly inspiring tales of real-life explorers. Throughout, 
Tiger gives us snippets and anecdotes from his own daring expeditions.

HB Arlin • 260 x 215 mm • 128 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081178 
£16.99
5-11 years

Tiger Cox is a passionate outdoor enthusiast and, having taken on many epic challenges, is 
no stranger to wild voyages and expeditions. He has a natural affinity for outdoors skills and 
wants to inspire and educate others, of all ages, to spend more time enjoying these pursuits. 
He is a paragliding instructor, even teaching his imprinted (trained to accept humans as their 
‘parent’) Lanner falcon, Safire, who often accompanies him up to great heights on flights.

“ Whether it’s learning about building shelters, 
filtering water, reading clouds or cooking on a fire 
you have (safely) made yourself, this guide from 
a real-life explorer has it all. You’ll also discover 

more about adventurers past and present.”
The Week Junior Science+Nature magazine
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GMBUT-29304
Plant, Sow, Make & Grow
Mud-tastic Activities 
for Budding Gardeners

HB Arlin • 265 x 230 mm 
48 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787080249 
£12.99
6+ years

GMBUT-50826

Kids Can Cook Vegetarian
Meat-free Recipes for Budding Chefs

Packed with recipes for fresh, tasty vegetarian dishes, the third title in the Kids Can... series is an exciting 
way to introduce hungry young chefs to the endless possibilities of cooking with vegetables. Whether 
you follow a vegetarian diet already, want to reduce the amount of meat you’re eating, or simply have an 
appetite for all things veggie, this book offers a whole host of ideas for mealtimes, snacks and treats.

ISBN: 9781787081185 
£14.99
NEW – Available Now

Kids Can... An award-winning cookery book series that features more than 30 easy-to-follow recipes 
using readily available ingredients. A basic techniques section explains how to prepare ingredients and use equipment and 
the accessible illustrations show every stage of the process. Suitable for children aged 6+ and parents with little or no cooking 
experience, there are also recipes for special diets – highlighted with easy-to-spot symbols.

GMBUT-50706
Kids Can Bake
Recipes for Budding Bakers

ISBN: 9781787081109 
£12.99

GOLD

“ This beautifully designed cookery book has a 
lovely retro, pre-digital feel while still sizzling with 

excitement for kids! The mouth-watering illustrations 
of jam roly-polies, rainbow layer cakes and pretzels were 

perfect for bringing all these yummy dishes to life and 
the step by step, illustrated instructions were clear, 

concise and easy to read.”
Junior Magazine (Kids Can Bake)

Esther Coombs is a professional illustrator living and 
working in rural Kent, UK. She is also the illustrator of 
The New York Activity Book and The London Activity Book 
(also published by Button Books).

Illustrated by Esther Coombs

HB Arlin • 275 x 220 mm • 64 pages • Full colour throughout • 6+ years

GMBUT-30807
Kids Can Cook
Fun and Yummy Recipes 
for Budding Chefs

ISBN: 9781787080706 
£12.99
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Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón, illustrated by Eduard Altarriba • HB Arlin • 248 x 248 mm • Full colour throughout • £12.99 • 8+ years

GMBUT-29292
Discover our Solar System
Colin Stuart, Illustrated by 
Charlie Brandon-King
ISBN: 9781787080164

GMBUT-30415
Discovering Energy
Johannes Hirn & Verónica Sanz, 
illustrated by Eduard Altarriba
ISBN: 9781787080485

MY FIRST BOOK OF SCIENCE uses fascinating bite-size facts, clear and simple explanations 
and attractive and absorbing illustrations to illuminate the mysteries of complex concepts. RIGHTS RESTRICTED

HB Arlin • 248 x 248 mm • 48 pages 
Full colour throughout • £12.99 
8+ years

DISCOVERING BIG IDEAS

GMBUT-51060

My First Book of Electromagnetism
Discovering the World of Electricity

What is electricity? What has it got to do with magnets? What is magnetism? And the most fascinating 
thing of all, what has all this got to do with light? All these questions are answered in this introduction 
to the fabulous world of electromagnetism.

48 pages

ISBN: 9781787081246
NEW – Available Now

GMBUT-29824
My First Book of Relativity
48 pages

ISBN: 9781787080324

GMBUT-50409
My First Book of the Cosmos
56 pages

ISBN: 9781787080768

GMBUT-50803
My First Book of Microbes
64 pages

ISBN: 9781787081161

GMBUT-28396
My First Book of Quantum Physics
48 pages

ISBN: 9781787080102

FINALIST

Science and physics scholar Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón and designer/illustrator 
Eduard Altarriba are the team behind this award-winning and bestselling series.

GMBUT-29433
Discovering Architecture
Eduard Altarriba 
& Berta Bardí i Milà
ISBN: 9781787080287
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GMBUT-51046

The Big Book of 100 STEM Activities
The Big Book of 100 STEM Activities is a bumper book of boredom-busting ideas for fun and educational 
things to do for curious kids and their grown-ups. Using crafts, play and simple experiments, these 
activities are presented in an easy-to-follow format and make use of everyday materials that you’ll find 
around the home. Each activity provides a simple explanation of how it works and what the takeaway key 
STEM points are.

PB with flaps • 254 x 203 mm • 152 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081253 
£14.99
7+ years
NEW – Available Now

Laura Minter & Tia Williams • PB with flaps • 275 x 215 mm • 128 pages • Full colour throughout • £12.99 • 7+ years

30 AWESOME STEM EXPERIMENTS

GMBUT-50630

Science School
How does an electric circuit work? 
What makes popcorn pop? Can an egg 
bounce? If you thought that science could 
only be practised wearing white coats in 
a sterile laboratory, think again! A brilliant 
way to link the themes being taught at 
school back to your home in a fun and 
fascinating way. Perfect for budding 
scientists who love to ask… ‘why?’

ISBN: 9781787081062

GMBUT-50912

Kitchen Science
Learn about how microwaves work, why 
honeycomb is full of bubbles, how to 
make plastic out of milk and much more. 
This book provides an accessible and 
stimulating way to explore STEM themes 
at home. Each experiment is accompanied 
by an illustrated explanation of the 
science behind it and how it works.

ISBN: 9781787081222

Laura Minter and Tia Williams are children’s craft authors and 
bloggers based in Sussex, UK. They co-host education site Get 
Creative With and since 2016, have written a variety of craft books 
for kids and parents for both Button Books and GMC Publications.
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GMBUT-28401
Dinosaur Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080058

GMBUT-29820
Ancient Egypt Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080362

GMBUT-29302
Castle Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080201

GMBUT-27786
Space Adventure
ISBN: 9781908985958

GMBUT-28399
Pirate Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080072

GMBUT-30869
Viking Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080744

GMBUT-30363
Roman Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080423

GMBUT-50558
Seashore Adventure
ISBN: 9781787080966

Illustrated by Jen Alliston • PB • 295 x 220 mm 
64 pages + 4 pages of stickers • Full colour throughout 
£6.99 • 4+ years

GMBUT-23392
London Activity Book
Esther Coombs
Glued pad • 330 x 250 mm 
68 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985248 
£9.99 inc. VAT
5-11 years

GMBUT-26353
New York Activity Book
Esther Coombs
Glued pad • 330 x 250 mm 
72 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985705 
£9.99 inc. VAT
5-11 years

GMBUT-26713
Travel Activity Book
Charlie Brandon-King
Glued pad • 297 x 210 mm 
76 pages • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985774 
£9.99 inc. VAT
5-11 years
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GMBUT-30455
Holiday
ISBN: 9781787080546

GMBUT-29822
Farm
ISBN: 9781787080348

GMBUT-29306
Animal
ISBN: 9781787080188

GMBUT-50556
Numbers
ISBN: 9781787080942

GMBUT-30413
Nature
ISBN: 9781787080461

GMBUT-29308
Transport
ISBN: 9781787080225

PB • 295 x 220 mm • 64 pages + Over 100 stickers 
Full colour throughout • £7.99 • +4 years

GMBUT-29310
The Secret Woodland 
Activity Book
ISBN: 9781787080263

GMBUT-30417
The Magical Underwater 
Activity Book
ISBN: 9781787080447

GMBUT-26506
Fun and Games
Packed with Puzzles and 
Activities to Keep You Busy!

Alain Grée
Glues pad • 330 x 230 mm 
60 removable pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985767 
£9.99 inc. VAT
4+ years

GMBUT-25402
Alain Grée Activity Book
Packed with Games and Puzzles 
to Keep You Busy!

Alain Grée
Glued pad • 330 x 230 mm 
60 removable pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985576 
£9.99 inc. VAT
4+ years

PB with flaps • 300 x 230 mm • 64 pages + 4 pages of stickers 
Full colour throughout • £9.99 • +4 years

By MiA UNDERWOOD
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GMBUT-28033
Romeo Explores the City
HB • 180 x 180 mm 
24 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985996 
£6.99
Under 5 years

GMBUT-29237
Romeo Explores the Garden
Board book • 165 x 165 mm 
22 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787080140 
£4.99
Under 5 years

GMBUT-28395
Romeo Explores the Farm
Board book • 165 x 165 mm 
22 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787080119 
£4.99
Under 5 years

GMBUT-28085
Romeo Explores the Seaside
Board book • 165 x 165 mm 
22 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787080010 
£4.99
Under 5 years

GMBUT-27988
My Illustrated Encyclopedia
HB Arlin • 270 x 210 mm • 80 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985965 
£14.99
5-11 years

GMBUT-20769
My First Book of Animals
ISBN: 9781908985033

GMBUT-20770
My First Book of Colours
ISBN: 9781908985026

GMBUT-25883
My First Book of the Farm
ISBN: 9781908985682

GMBUT-21486
My First Book of Letters
ISBN: 9781908985064

GMBUT-21485
My First Book of Nature
ISBN: 9781908985071

GMBUT-21484
My First Book of Vehicles
ISBN: 9781908985088

GMBUT-22733
My First Book of Sounds
ISBN: 9781908985194

GMBUT-25882
My First Book of Opposites
ISBN: 9781908985675

Board book • 165 x 165 mm • 22 pages 
Full colour throughout • £4.99 • 0-2 years
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GMBUT-26505
First Words in French
PB • 260 x 230 mm • 60 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985750 
£7.99 inc. VAT
6+ years

GMBUT-26504
First Words in Spanish
PB • 260 x 230 mm • 60 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985743 
£7.99 inc. VAT
6+ years

GMBUT-28032
Romeo’s Big Book 
of Clever Ideas
HB Arlin • 250 x 195 mm • 24 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985989 
£7.99
4+ years

GMBUT-24233
Numbers
ISBN: 9781908985279

GMBUT-21480
Seasons
ISBN: 9781908985125

GMBUT-21481
Exploring
ISBN: 9781908985118

GMBUT-21482
Seaside
ISBN: 9781908985101

GMBUT-20771
Alphabet
ISBN: 9781908985019

GMBUT-20768
Transport
ISBN: 9781908985040

GMBUT-22732
The Farm
ISBN: 9781908985187

GMBUT-24232
Colours
ISBN: 9781908985286

HB with jacket • 260 x 230 mm • 48 pages • Full colour throughout • £12.99 • Under 5 years
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GMBUT-50413
Alphabet
54 Cards for Learning and Fun

ISBN: 9781787080805

GMBUT-50411
Three-Letter Words
52 Cards for Learning and Fun

ISBN: 9781787080782

GMBUT-50519
Sight Words
52 Cards for Learning and Fun

ISBN: 9781787080881

GMBUT-50515
Phonics
50 Cards for Learning and Fun

ISBN: 9781787080843

Dominika Lipniewska • Card deck • 81 x 133 mm • 50-54 cards 
Full colour throughout • £7.99 inc. VAT • 3+ years

BRIGHT SPARKS FLASH CARDS

GMBUT-22548
Sight Words
ISBN: 9781908985132

GMBUT-22549
Three-Letter Words
ISBN: 9781908985149

GMBUT-22699
Numbers
ISBN: 9781908985170

GMBUT-22700
Alphabet
ISBN: 9781908985163

GMBUT-23861
Phonics
ISBN: 9781908985255

GMBUT-23270
Mathematics
ISBN: 9781908985262

Card deck • 80 x 140 mm • 52-60 cards 
Full colour throughout 
£5.99 inc. VAT
3+ years

GMBUT-25408

My First Little Library
HB box set of 4 books • 90 x 90 mm 
10 pages per book • Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985583 
£9.99
0-2 years
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GMBUT-27418
The Jungle Crew
ISBN: 9781908985828

GMBUT-27419
The Safari Set
ISBN: 9781908985835

GMBUT-27424
The Polar Pack
ISBN: 9781908985842

GMBUT-27421
The Forest Folk
ISBN: 9781908985859

GMBUT-27422
The Marine Team
ISBN: 9781908985866

GMBUT-27423
The Sky Guys
ISBN: 9781908985873

Board Books
Madeleine Rogers 
Board book 
165 x 165 mm • 24 pages 
Full colour throughout 
£4.99
Under 5 years

Activity Sets
Madeleine Rogers 
HB with jacket • 235 x 235 mm • 24 pages 
Envelope pack contains 6 card sheets 
Full colour throughout 
£12.99
5-11 years

The Forest Folk A brown bear, wolf, squirrel, otter and deer ISBN: 9781908985446 GMBUT-24957

The Jungle Crew A monkey, parrot, tiger, tree frog and toucan ISBN: 9781908985217 GMBUT-23269

The Marine Team A seal, seahorse, shark, turtle and whale ISBN: 9781908985422 GMBUT-24960

The Polar Pack A penguin, polar bear, snowy owl, reindeer and walrus ISBN: 9781908985224 GMBUT-23862

The Safari Set An elephant, hippopotamus, giraffe, lion and zebra ISBN: 9781908985200 GMBUT-23268

The Sky Guys A flamingo, owl, hummingbird, albatross and pelican ISBN: 9781908985439 GMBUT-24958
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GMBUT-27255
Welcome to London
Illustrated by Marcos Farina
HB Arlin • 295 x 220 mm • 60 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985811 
£10.99
5-11 years

GMBUT-29792
In the City
Dominika Lipniewska
HB Arlin • 295 x 220 mm • 48 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787080300 
£12.99
2-5 years

GMBUT-50629
100 Endangered Species
Rachel Hudson, 
foreword by Brett Westwood
HB Arlin • 165 x 165 mm • 224 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781787081055 
£12.99
7+ years

GMBUT-23996
A Cat Called Panda
Melanie Arora, 
Illustrated by Charlie Brandon-King
HB with jacket • 165 x 165 mm • 32 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985231 
£7.99
Under 5 years

GMBUT-25543
Animal Alphabet
Kay Vincent
HB with jacket • 165 x 217 mm • 56 pages 
Full colour throughout

ISBN: 9781908985651 
£9.99
Under 5 years

“ A beautifully illustrated book featuring 100 
endangered species that NEED our help to stop them 

from becoming extinct. Each entry details their 
habitat, where in the world they live, their threats and 
how endangered they are, followed by a full character 
description and what wildlife experts and locals are 
trying to do to save their lives for years to come.”

Wrd About Books

JU
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